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ABSTRACT

The present investigations aim at simulation and analysis of a hovering probe's performance. A modern design
meillOd is presented and the simulation of hovering probe is done by Computational Fluid Dynamics. The hovering
probe under stud} consists offour raters. The central is provided for generating the necessary lift· Two side rotors
provide the necessary maneuverability The fourth rotor is designed to provide the necessQ/Y thrust. The entire probe
along with the rotors is modeled using Solidworks2004. The probe is designed for a speed of 10 m/s 10 meters
height. The pressure and velocity distribution over the hovering probe is studied at various planes and analysed.
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Introduction

Since the dawn of human intelligence, the idea of flying in the same realm as birds has possessed human mind. In the
middle of the last century, aerospace technology has become a unique, indispensable part of our world. Commercial
aviation has made it possible for more people and cargo to travel faster than at any previous time in history. The
development of af:ronautics in general and aeronautical engineering in particular was exponential after the Wrights'
major public demc,nstrations in 1908 and has continued to be so to present day (Davies 2002).

Nowadays, Vie are reaching the capacity limit of the airspace system, whi Ie transportation demand of both
passengers and freight is expected to increase in the long term. In space, our assets have improved weather
prediction, provid,~d global communication and navigation facilities to link people and businesses more effectively,
and enabled spectral imaging of earth to enhance our environmental stewardship and land used. Note that, flying
vehicle play an irrportant rules in 20Ll

, millennium century and next future. Across the entire flying vehicles, such as
aircraft and helice,pter, intelligent systems composed of sensors, actuators, microprocessors, and adaptive controls
will provide a full system, distributed knowledge network - a central nervous system to affect an adaptive physical
response. This ty~'e of flying vehicles will be able to monitor their own performance, their environmcnt and even
their operators.

More recentl:/, automobile designers are turning to aerodynamic streamlining and wind tunnel testing to reduce
drag, hence increase fuel economy. Thus, the parallel development of the airplane and automobile over the past 100
years has been n-utually beneficial. Therefore, the philosophy of faster and higher that has driven aeronautics
throughout most cf the 20 th century is now being mitigated by practical constrains (Anderson 2000). So to this we
must add safer, cheaper more reliable and more environmentally clean technologies. Other technologies to improve
and situation awareness may use advance sensors, digital terrain databases, accurate geopositioning, and digital
processing to improve three dimensional moving displays showing aircraft, landing and approach patterns, runaway
surfaces, fixed and moving objects on the ground.

The goal of ,;omputational fluid dynamics (CFO) is to approximate the physical flows that we encounter in
nature, as accuratdy as possible using numerical techniques. However, the cost of accuracy of any CFO procedure
has to be matched by enough computer power and storage. Practical problems usually are the most complex. The
flow-field around a complete aircraft, the internal flow structure of a turbojet engine with several stages and hundreds
of blades and pas:;ages, the detailed effects of a wake and vortex flow generated by a helicopter rotor system on
rotorcraft aerodynamics, aeroacoustic and aeroelasticity problems are some important examples that aeronautical
engineers have to :;olve today and in the future. These large-scale problems require huge amounts of computer power
and storage. Despite the steady growth in computer speed and power, the complexity of modern problems still
requires the application of the most effective solution procedures. Accurate prediction of rotorcraft aerodynamics
using existing CFO tools is still a challenge. This is because a rotorcraft often operates in more severe flow
conditions than a fixed-wing aircraft.

The real world of fluid dynamics machines such as compressors, turbine, flow ducts, airplane etc, is mainly a
three dimension ~orld. Though three dimensional flow field solution are abundant they may not be routine in the
sense that great de.il of human and computer resources are still frequently needed to successfully carry out such three
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internal structure may sustain a heavier load than it should due to the turbulent flow. Hence, a ducted system would
also help in supplying a more consistent and proper air flow stream for the propeller. Rotors of the hovering device
are importance in order to lift the device to the certain height, maintain the device at the certain position, to move the
craft and for controlling purposes.

Conclusion

From the unde'standing of the hovering theory aerodynamics and computational fluid dynamics, the shape profile
suitable for the hovering probe design was evolved. Through the CFD analysis the variation of velocity and pressure
have been determined and analysed.
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